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A Flexible AC Distribution System Device
for a Microgrid

K. T. Tan, Student Member, IEEE, P. L. So, Senior Member, IEEE, Y. C. Chu, Senior Member, IEEE,
and M. Z. Q. Chen, Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper presents a flexible ac distribution system
device for microgrid applications. The device aims to improve
the power quality and reliability of the overall power distribu-
tion system that the microgrid is connected to. The control design
employs a new model predictive control algorithm which allows
faster computational time for large power systems by optimiz-
ing the steady-state and the transient control problems separately.
Extended Kalman filters are also employed for frequency tracking
and to extract the harmonic spectra of the grid voltage and the load
currents in the microgrid. The design concept is verified through
different test case scenarios to demonstrate the capability of the
proposed device and the results obtained are discussed.

Index Terms—Extended Kalman filter, microgrid, model predic-
tive control, power quality.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE concept of microgrid has offered consumers with in-
creased reliability and reduction in total energy losses,

and has become a promising alternative for traditional power
distribution system [1], [2].

One area of study for the connection of a microgrid to the
distribution grid is the impact of power quality (PQ) problems
on the overall power system performance. These PQ problems
include voltage and frequency deviations in the grid voltage and
harmonics in the grid voltage and load currents. To overcome
the aforementioned PQ problems, several power-conditioning
equipments such as active filters [3], [4], uninterruptible power
supplies [5], [6], dynamic voltage restorers [7], [8], and uni-
fied PQ conditioners [9] are usually employed by consumers
to protect their loads and systems against PQ disturbances in
the distribution network. However, these devices are usually in-
stalled at the consumer sides and the PQ problems that they are
capable to handle are usually limited.

This paper proposes a flexible ac distribution system device
for the microgrid that is realized using a combination of series
and shunt voltage source inverters (VSIs). The proposed device
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is installed at the point of common coupling (PCC) of the dis-
tribution grid that the microgrid and other electrical loads are
connected to. The proposed source for the dc-link voltage of the
flexible ac distribution system device consists of a photovoltaic
(PV) array and a battery to store the excess energy generated by
the PV array and to provide power during sunless hours. The
device is equipped with the capability to improve the PQ and
reliability of the microgrid. Furthermore, during islanded oper-
ation of the microgrid, the device can provide real and reactive
power to the microgrid. The proposed controller is based on a
newly developed model predictive control (MPC) algorithm to
track periodic reference signals for fast sampling linear time-
invariant (LTI) systems that are subject to input constraints. This
control methodology controls the input signals of the VSIs and
decomposes the control problem into steady-state and transient
subproblems which are optimized separately. In this way, the
computational times can be greatly reduced.

In what follows, this paper provides a comprehensive solution
for the operation of the flexible ac distribution system device
for a microgrid based on a multi-input–multi-output (MIMO)
state-space model. The device will accomplish the following
tasks simultaneously:

1) compensating for harmonics in the grid voltage and load
currents;

2) real and reactive power control for load sharing during
peak periods and power factor correction at the grid side;

3) maintaining PQ despite slight voltage and frequency vari-
ations in the grid voltage; and

4) momentarily dispatching real and reactive power to the
microgrid when it becomes islanded.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The configuration of the microgrid considered in this paper
for implementation of the flexible ac distribution system device
is shown in Fig. 1. The proposed microgrid consists of three
radial feeders (1, 2 and 3) where feeders 1 and 3 are each
connected to a distributed generation (DG) unit consisting of a
microgenerator, a three-phase VSI, and a three-phase LC filter.
Feeder 2, however, is connected to an electrical load. The load
types in the microgrid will be discussed in Section VI.

The flexible ac distribution system device is operated in two
modes: 1) PQ compensation and 2) emergency operation. Dur-
ing grid-connected operation, the microgrid is connected to the
distribution grid at the PCC. In this mode, the two DG units are
controlled to provide local power and voltage support for loads
1–3 and hence reduce the burden of generation and delivery of

0885-8969 © 2013 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Overall configuration of the proposed flexible ac distribution system device and the microgrid architecture with EKF denoting the extended Kalman filter
and KF denoting the Kalman filter for the plant.

power directly from the utility grid. The flexible ac distribution
system device functions to compensate for any harmonics in
the currents drawn by the nonlinear loads in the microgrid so
that the harmonics will not propagate to the rest of the electrical
loads that are connected to the PCC. The device also functions
to compensate for harmonics in the grid voltage that are caused
by other nonlinear loads that are connected at the PCC. The
energization of large loads and rapid changes in the load de-
mand may also result in voltage and frequency variations in the
grid voltage. Therefore, the device is also equipped with the
capability to handle such voltage and frequency variations.

When a fault occurs on the upstream network of the grid, the
CBs operate to disconnect the microgrid from the grid. The DG
units are now the sole power sources left to regulate the loads. In
the case when the generation capacity of the microgenerators is
unable to meet the total load demand, the flexible ac distribution
system device transits to operate in the emergency mode and
functions to momentarily provide for the shortage in real and
reactive power. In Fig. 2, the detailed configuration of the three-
phase flexible ac distribution system device is shown.

III. FLEXIBLE AC DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM DEVICE MODEL

The single-phase representation of the flexible ac distribution
system device is shown in Fig. 3 [10]. The distribution grid
voltage at the PCC and the total current drawn by the microgrid
are modeled as vg and img , respectively. With the proliferation of
power electronics equipment being connected to the distribution
grid and the microgrid, both vg and img could be distorted due to
the presence of harmonic components. Therefore, vg is modeled
as a source consisting of its fundamental vf and harmonic vh

Fig. 2. Configuration of the three-phase flexible ac distribution system device.

that can be represented by

vg = vf + vh = Vf sin (ωt) +
N∑

h=3,5,...

Vh sin(hωt − θh) (1)

where vf is the fundamental component of vg with its peak am-
plitude Vf and vh is a combination of the harmonic components
of vg with its peak amplitude Vh and phase angle θh . To com-
pensate for the harmonics in vg , the series VSI injects a voltage
vinj that is given by

vinj = vh − vz − vt (2)

where vz is the voltage drop across the line impedance of R�

and L� , and vt is the voltage drop across the equivalent leakage
reactance Lt of the series-connected transformer. Similarly, img
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Fig. 3. Single-phase representation of the flexible ac distribution system device.

is also modeled as two components consisting of fundamental
if and harmonic ih with their peak amplitudes If and Ih , re-
spectively and is represented by

img = if + ih =If sin (ωt − ϕf )+
N∑

h=3,5,...

Ih sin(hωt − ϕh)

= If sin ωt cos ϕf − If cos ωt sinϕf

+
N∑

h=3,5,...

Ih sin(hωt − ϕh) = if ,p + if ,q + ih (3)

where ϕf and ϕh are the respective phase angles of the fun-
damental and harmonic components of img , and if ,p and if ,q

are the instantaneous fundamental phase and quadrature compo-
nents of img . To achieve unity power factor at the grid side, com-
pensate for the harmonics in the microgrid current and achieve
load sharing concurrently, the shunt VSI injects a current iinj
that is given by

iinj = (if ,p − ig ) + if ,q + ih + iC s h (4)

where ig is the grid current. The switched voltage across the se-
ries and shunt VSIs of the flexible ac distribution system device
are represented by u1 (Vdc/2) and u2 (Vdc/2) , respectively. To
eliminate the high switching frequency components generated
by the series and shunt VSIs, two second-order low-pass inter-
facing filters which are represented by Lse , Cse , Lsh , and Csh
are incorporated. The losses of the series and shunt VSIs are
modeled as Rse and Rsh , respectively.

To derive a state-space model for the aforementioned system,
Kirchhoff’s voltage and current laws are applied to the three
current loops as shown in Fig. 3.

The following equation is obtained from loop ig :

vg = igR� + (L� + Lt)
dig
dt

+ vinj + vmg . (5)

The following equations are obtained from loop ise :

Vdc

2
u1 = iseRse + Lse

dise
dt

+ vinj (6)

vinj =
1

Cse

∫
(ig + ise)dt. (7)

The following equations are obtained from loop iC sh :

Vdc

2
u2 = iinjRsh + Lsh

diinj

dt
+ vmg (8)

vC sh =
1

Csh

∫
iC shdt (9)

img = ig + iinj − iC sh = iL1 + iL2 + iL3 + · · · + iLk (10)

where k is the number of feeders that are connected to the mi-
crogrid. By rearranging (5)–(10), the state-space representation
of the system can be obtained as

ẋ = Āx + B̄1w + B̄2u (11)

y = Cx + D1w + D2u (12)

where

Ā =
⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

− R�

(L� + Lt)
0 0 − 1

(L� + Lt)
− 1

(L� + Lt)

0 −Rse

Lse
0 − 1

Lse
0

0 0 −Rsh

Lsh
0 − 1

Lsh
1

Cse

1
Cse

0 0 0

1
Csh

0
1

Csh
0 0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

B̄1 =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1
L�

0

0 0
0 0
0 0

0 − 1
Csh

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

B̄2 =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0
Vdc

2Lse
0

0
Vdc

2Lsh
0 0
0 0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

C =

[
0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0

]
D1 =

[
0 0
0 0

]
D2 =

[
0 0
0 0

]

x = [ ig ise iinj vinj vC sh ]T is the state vector; u =
[ u1 u2 ]T is the control input, with −1 ≤ uk ≤ 1, k = 1, 2;
w = [ vg img ]T is the periodic exogenous signal; and y =
[ vmg ig ]T is the output, which will be regulated to track the
desired sinusoidal reference waveforms.
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IV. CONTROL DESIGN

With the mathematical model presented in Section III, this
paper proposes a new MPC algorithm for the flexible ac distri-
bution system device. The proposed algorithm is an extension
of a recently developed MPC algorithm in [11], which is specifi-
cally designed for fast-sampling systems like the proposed flex-
ible ac distribution system device to track periodic signals. This
algorithm decomposes the MPC optimization into two subprob-
lems: a steady-state subproblem and a transient subproblem,
which are solved in parallel in different time scales, thus reduc-
ing the computational burdens. However, the MPC algorithm
in [11] assumes that the periodic signals have a fixed and known
frequency. In this paper, the algorithm is extended to allow an
unknown frequency so that it will also be suitable for tracking
frequency variations.

It is known that any periodic signal with a finite number
of harmonics can be written as the output of an autonomous
finite-dimensional LTI state-space model. For example, if the
periodic signal has a fundamental frequency ω and consists of
only odd harmonics, the A-matrix of the corresponding state-
space model can take a block diagonal form with the blocks

given by
[

0 hω
−hω 0

]
where h = 1, 3, 5, . . . , and the C-matrix

[ 1 0 1 0 . . . 1 0 ]. Furthermore, the initial state of
this autonomous model determines the magnitude and phase
angle of this periodic signal. In this way, the exogenous signal
w = [ vg img ] in (11) and (12) can be modeled by

ξ̇ = Āξ (ωg , ωmg) ξ (13)

w = Cw ξ (14)

where the matrix Āξ is parameterized by the distribution grid
fundamental frequency ωg and the microgrid fundamental fre-
quency ωmg , both of which should ideally be 50 Hz. On the
other hand, the desired references that vmg and ig are to track
can be represented by

d = [ dvmg dig ]T = Cdξ (15)

To accomplish the goals specified in Section I, dvmg should
be regulated to a pure sine wave with a fixed magnitude. For
any sag or swell that might occur in vg , the control system is
designed to maintain the magnitude of vmg even when the sag or
swell occurs. To achieve this, dvmg is decoupled from vg after
an initialization period so that vmg will not be affected. The
reference dig is calculated from the amount of real and reactive
power that is drawn from the distribution grid.

The state-space model (13)–(15) is called an exogenous sys-
tem. In this paper, only odd harmonics up to the 29th order are
considered, but the methodology can be easily extended to in-
clude even harmonics. The exogenous state ξ, which essentially
represents the sets of Fourier coefficients of w and d, can be
identified automatically using a Kalman-based linear observer
from the signal w being measured and the reference d being
specified, provided that the fundamental frequencies ωg and
ωmg are both fixed and known. In our consideration, however,
we assume that ωmg is always desired to be 50 Hz whereas
the distribution grid frequency ωg may be subjected to slight

but unknown variations, which needs to be estimated from the
measurement of vg . To achieve this, an augmented model of
(13)–(15) in its discrete-time form is employed

ξ+ = Aξ (ωg , ωmg)ξ = eĀξ (ωg ,ωm g )Ts ξ (16)

ω+
g = ωg (17)

w = Cw ξ (18)

d = Cdξ (19)

where the superscript + represents the time-shift and Ts is the
sampling interval. This formulation treats the unknown param-
eter ωg as a fixed but unknown state component that is required
to be estimated too. As the augmented model (16)–(19) is now
nonlinear, a linear observer is no longer appropriate and we
propose to use an extended Kalman filter (EKF) to estimate ξ
and identify ωg simultaneously. More information along this
line can be found in [12]. Note that the working principle of the
EKF is based on linearization, which is only local. Fortunately,
ωg is known to be close to 50 Hz even though it may vary.

To apply the MPC algorithm, the state-space model (11) and
(12) are discretized with a sampling interval of Ts = 0.2 ms,
which is considered pretty fast in conventional MPC applica-
tions but necessary in our problem for the high order of harmon-
ics being tackled. According to [13], sampling in the range of
tens of kHz is possible with the state-of-the-art code generation
techniques. Let the discrete-time version of (11) and (12) be
written as

x+ = Ax + B1w + B2u (20)

y = Cx + D1w + D2u. (21)

Following the argument in [11], we decompose the control u
into a steady-state control us and a transient control ut :

u = us + ut (22)

such that u → us and ut → 0 as t → ∞. Both us and ut will
employ an MPC strategy, but the former will adopt a dynamic
MPC policy whereas the latter will adopt a more conventional
finite-horizon approach. The formulations of these two control
designs are discussed in the following sections.

A. Steady-State Subproblem

Let x → xs and y → ys as t → ∞ and u → us . Then, ac-
cording to (20) and (21), us, xs , and ys should satisfy

x+
s = Axs + B1w + B2us (23)

ys = Cxs + D1w + D2us (24)

subject to the constraint

|us | ≤ 1. (25)

We consider the steady-state control us being generated from
a dynamic MPC policy

ξ̂+ = Aξ̂ (ωg , ωmg)ξ̂ (26)

us = Cξ̂ (ωg , ωmg)ξ̂ (27)
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Fig. 4. Overall MPC controller for the flexible ac distribution system device.

where the matrices Aξ̂ and Cξ̂ are designed offline but the states

ξ̂ will be optimized online to minimize a quadratic penalty on
the tracking error es = ys − d, which is a linear function of
the exogenous state ξ and the controller state ξ̂, in a receding
horizon fashion.

Then, with the estimates of ξ and ωg provided by the EKF
online, we can solve the following optimization problem:

min
ξ̂(k)

∑

i

es (k + i)T Qes(k + i) subject to |us (k + i)| ≤ 1

(28)
for some given positive definite matrix Q, to obtain the optimizer
ξ̂(k) and accordingly us (k), where the sum in (28) is done over
a “nominal” period of 0.02 s. Note that the controller dynamics
Aξ̂ and Cξ̂ depend on ωg which has to be estimated online. To
reduce the online computational burdens, we may precompute
Aξ̂ and Cξ̂ for different values of ωg and store them in the
memory in advance. This is feasible because although ωg is
uncertain, it is supposed to vary only in a small range around
50 Hz.

B. Transient Subproblem

The transient signals are defined by ut = u − us, xt = x −
xs , and yt = y − ys . Then, according to (20) and (21), and (23)
and (24), ut, xt , and yt should satisfy

x+
t = Axt + B2ut (29)

yt = Cxt + D2ut. (30)

In this transient subproblem, the objective is to make yt → 0
as fast as possible, subject to the constraint

|us + ut | ≤ 1. (31)

In this paper, a more conventional approach of MPC that
employs a finite horizon with a terminal cost is adopted. The
information required by the MPC includes us and xs , which will
be provided by the solution of the steady-state subproblem, and
the plant state x, which can be estimated using a plant Kalman
filter. The overall configuration of the proposed control strategy
combining the steady-state control us and the transient control
ut is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 5. Proposed PV/battery system for the device.

V. PROPOSED HYBRID SOURCE FOR DC-LINK VOLTAGE

The proposed source for the dc-link voltage of the flexible ac
distribution system device consists of a PV array and a battery as
shown in Fig. 5. The PV array and the battery are connected to
the VSI of the device through a boost converter and a buck–boost
converter, respectively, to facilitate charging and discharging
operations for the battery and to regulate the dc-link voltage at
the desired level.

To maintain the dc-link at the reference voltage V ∗
dc/2, a dual

loop control scheme in [14], which consists of an outer voltage
loop and an inner current loop for the bidirectional converter,
is implemented to compensate for the variation in the output
voltage Vdc/2 of the dc/dc boost converter. In this section, the
operation of the PV/battery system is briefly explained.

When there is ample sunlight, the PV array is controlled by
the dc/dc boost converter to operate in the MPPT mode to deliver
its maximum dc power Ppv at Vdc/2, which induces a voltage
error (V ∗

dc/2 − Vdc/2) at the dc-link. The error is passed to a PI
controller, which produces a reference battery current i∗b for the
inner current loop to operate the battery in either the charging
mode for a positive error or discharging mode for a negative
error. When the battery is in the charging mode, the bidirectional
converter operates as a buck converter by turning switch Q3a

OFF and applying the control signal from the controller to switch
Q2a ON as shown in Fig. 6. Conversely, when the battery is in
the discharging mode, the bidirectional converter operates as a
boost converter by turning switch Q2a OFF and applying the
control signal from the controller to switch Q3a ON as shown
in Fig. 7.

Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate the charging and discharging opera-
tions of Battery 1, so as to maintain the upper dc-link voltage
at a desired value. The same charging and discharging opera-
tions are applied to Battery 2 such that the dc-link voltages for
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Fig. 6. Equivalent circuit during charging operation.

Fig. 7. Equivalent circuit during discharging operation.

Fig. 8. Configuration of a 15kVA three-phase ASD.

both the upper and lower dc-link capacitors are maintained at
V ∗

dc/2. When the PV array is subject to prolonged period of
sunless hours and the state-of-charge of the battery falls below
a preset limit, a self-charging technique from the grid can be
incorporated into the design of the device. The design of this
self-charging technique is detailed in [4].

VI. NUMERICAL SIMULATION ANALYSIS

The proposed device is tested under different case scenarios
using MATLAB/Simulink to evaluate its capability to improve
the PQ and reliability of the distribution network that the micro-
grid is connected to. Different types of loads consisting of linear
and nonlinear loads for the microgrid are considered in these
test cases. For load 1, a 15kVA three-phase PWM adjustable
speed drive (ASD) with its configuration as shown in Fig. 8 is
used. Load 2 is made up of a three-phase linear load and load
3 consists of a three-phase dimmer load which is nonlinear in
nature. The per-phase currents iL1 , iL2 , and iL3 drawn by the
feeders 1, 2, and 3 are shown in Fig. 9. The system parameters
are given in Table I. The impedance of the distribution line is

Fig. 9. Per-phase currents drawn by feeders 1, 2, and 3.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

obtained according to [15]. The DG inverter loss resistance has
been coarsely estimated because it is not precisely known in
practice.

A. Test Case 1: Harmonic Compensation and Power Factor
Correction During Steady-State Operation With Load Sharing

In the first test case, the capability of the flexible ac distribu-
tion system device to perform harmonic compensation for grid
voltage vg (due to nonlinear loads connected to the grid bus) and
microgrid current img (due to the nonlinear loads connected to
the microgrid) as well as power factor correction during steady-
state operation is demonstrated. The device is also controlled to
deliver real power to the microgrid during peak periods when
the cost of generation from the grid is high. By doing so, the
power required from the grid is reduced and peak shaving is
achieved. As such, the device is tasked to deliver 20% and 40%
of the real power to the microgrid for 0 ≤ t < 0.16 s and 0.16 ≤
t < 0.32 s, respectively, while the grid delivers 80% and 60%
of the real power to the microgrid.

The voltage and current waveforms under this test case are
shown in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. During steady-state op-
eration, the total harmonic distortion (THD) values of vg and
img are 18.39% and 42.1%, respectively. With the device inject-
ing the voltage and current harmonics as shown in the middle
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Fig. 10. (Top) Grid voltage vg , (middle) injected voltage vin j and (bottom)
microgrid voltage vm g .

Fig. 11. (Top) Microgrid current im g , (middle) injected current iin j , and
(bottom) grid current ig .

Fig. 12. Waveforms of microgrid voltage vm g and grid current ig .

waveforms of Figs. 10 and 11, the THD values of vmg and ig
are improved to about 1.5% and 0.4%, respectively as shown
in the bottom waveforms of Figs. 10 and 11. To achieve power
factor correction at the grid side, the device is also controlled
to provide the reactive component if ,q of the microgrid current
img as given in (4). A close-up waveform for vmg (the voltage
has been scaled down by a factor of 0.25 for comparison) and
ig for 0.1 ≤ t < 0.14 s is shown in Fig. 12. It can be observed

Fig. 13. DC-link voltage of the flexible ac distribution system device.

Fig. 14. (Top) Real and (bottom) reactive power delivered to the microgrid.

that the waveform of ig is in phase with that of vmg to achieve
power factor correction.

From Fig. 13, it can be seen that the dc-link voltage Vdc

takes a period of about three cycles to settle and stabilize at the
reference value of 800 V, and the voltage ripple is maintained
well within an acceptable range of about± 1.25%. At t = 0.16 s,
the increase in the generation demand from the device causes a
small dip in the dc-link voltage which is quickly restored back
to the preset value.

The total real and reactive power delivered to the microgrid
is about 32 kW and 19kVAr as shown in Fig 14. The real power
dispatched by the device is 6.4 kW (20% of the real power
delivered to the microgrid) for 0 ≤ t < 0.16 s and 12.8 kW
(40% of the real power delivered to the microgrid) for 0.16≤ t <
0.32 s as shown in Fig. 15, which illustrates the capability of the
device to dispatch the required power. The device also delivers
all the reactive power of 19kVAr required by the microgrid to
achieve unity power factor at the grid side. As shown in Fig. 16,
the real power delivered by the grid for 0 ≤ t < 0.16 and 0.16
≤ t < 0.32 s are 80% (25.6 kW) and 60% (19.2 kW) of the total
real power delivered to the microgrid and the reactive power
supplied by the grid is zero resulting in unity power factor at the
grid side.

B. Test Case 2: Sags and Swells in the Grid Voltage

In the second test case, the flexible ac distribution system
device is controlled to cope with sags and swells in vg . In this
test case, a 30% sag for 0.12 ≤ t < 0.24 s and a 30% swell for
0.36 ≤ t < 0.48 s in vg are simulated while the real and reactive
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Fig. 15. (Top) Real and (bottom) reactive power delivered by the device.

Fig. 16. (Top) Real and (bottom) reactive power delivered by the grid.

power required by the microgrid is kept constant throughout
the entire interval. The voltage waveform for 0 ≤ t < 0.48 s
is shown in Fig. 17. It can be observed that vmg can still be
regulated to the desired waveform even though the sag and
swell cause a transient in vmg which lasts for about three cycles.
This can be achieved because dvmg has been decoupled from vg

after the initialization period as discussed in Section IV.

C. Test Case 3: Frequency Variations in the Grid Voltage

In the third test case, the ability to handle slight frequency
variations in vg is demonstrated and two operating scenarios
are presented. The voltage waveforms for 0 ≤ t < 0.32 s are
shown in Fig. 18. In both test scenarios, the simulation begins
with vg operating at the nominal frequency of 50 Hz for 0 ≤
t < 0.16 s. The frequency of vg then decreases to 49 Hz in the
first test scenario as shown in Fig. 18 (top) and increases to
51 Hz in the second test scenario as shown in Fig. 18 (middle)
for 0.16 ≤ t < 0.32 s. The real and reactive power required by
the microgrid in both test scenarios remain constant.

It should be noted that in both test scenarios, the flexible ac
distribution system device functions to maintain vmg at 50 Hz
and at the same time ensures that the frequency variations in

Fig. 17. (Top) Grid voltage vg and (bottom) microgrid voltage vm g during
grid voltage sag and swell.

Fig. 18. Grid voltage vg when frequency decreases to (top) 49 Hz and in-
creases to (middle) 51 Hz and (bottom) microgrid voltage vm g .

vg do not cause any phase shift in vmg . It is also observed
from Fig. 18 (bottom) that the frequency variations in vg under
both test scenarios only cause a momentary disturbance to vmg
which lasts for about half a cycle and vmg is then regulated to
its nominal operating frequency of 50 Hz. This is achieved as
the effect of slight frequency variations has been included in the
augmented exogenous model of (16)–(19) and an EKF has been
implemented to track for any frequency variations in vg .

D. Test Case 4: Islanded Operation (Emergency Mode)

In the fourth test case, the flexible ac distribution system
device is employed to momentarily provide real and reactive
power to the microgrid when it becomes islanded. The real and
reactive power waveforms delivered by the grid and device are
shown in Figs. 19 and 20, respectively. The simulation begins
with the microgrid operating connected to the grid for 0 ≤
t < 0.16 s. The grid is supplying the real power demand of
32 kW to the microgrid as shown in Fig. 19. As shown in
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Fig. 19. (Top) Real and (bottom) reactive power delivered by the grid.

Fig. 20. (Top) Real and (bottom) reactive (bottom) power delivered by the
device.

Fig. 21. System frequency response when the microgrid transits from grid-
connected to islanded operation.

Fig. 20, the device is supplying zero real power to the microgrid
while delivering the reactive power demand of 19kVAr to the
microgrid such that unity power factor can be achieved at the
grid side.

At t = 0.16 s, an isolation is initiated upon detection of a
fault on the upstream network of the grid and CB 1 opens to
disconnect the microgrid from the grid (see Fig. 1). It can be seen
from Fig. 19 that the CB manages to fully isolate the microgrid
from the grid in about half a cycle, resulting in zero real and
reactive power delivered by the grid for 0.16 ≤ t < 0.52 s.
With only the microgrid supplying for the loads, the power
imbalance results in a decrease in the system frequency as shown
in Fig. 21 for 0.16 ≤ t < 0.36 s. To maintain the stability of

the microgrid during islanded operation, the proposed device
is tasked to dispatch real power of 32 kW at t = 0.36 s by the
microgrid energy management system while the reactive power
of 19 kVAr to the microgrid is still maintained such that the total
generation from the microgrid and the device can meet the load
demand. A delay of 0.2 s is introduced between the islanding
of the microgrid and the initiation of the device to cater for
frequency transients in the system. As shown in Fig. 21, for t ≥
0.36 s, the frequency is gradually restored to its nominal value
of 50 Hz. This test case demonstrates the capability of the device
to supply all the real and reactive power to the microgrid when
it is islanded from the grid.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a flexible ac distribution system device for mi-
crogrid applications has been presented. The proposed solution
integrates EKF into the control design for frequency tracking
and to extract the harmonic spectra of the grid voltage and the
load currents. The device is installed at the PCC that the mi-
crogrid and other electrical networks are connected to and is
designed to tackle a wide range of PQ issues. It also operates
as a DG unit to perform load sharing when the cost of gener-
ation from the grid is high such that peak shaving is achieved
and also during islanded operation of the microgrid. The de-
sign concept has been tested under several case scenarios and
the results obtained verified that the device can handle a wide
range of PQ issues, thus increasing the overall PQ and reliabil-
ity of the microgrid. However, the proposed design concept still
needs further validation by experimental studies because mea-
surement errors due to inaccuracies of the voltage and current
sensors, and modeling errors due to variations in system pa-
rameters could affect the performance of the device in practical
implementation. The simulation results obtained in this paper
and the current analysis serve as a fundamental step toward the
design of control circuits for hardware implementation of the
device in the future.
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